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New Education Modules
In collaboration with medical students at Western University COMP-NW,
local providers and Nepali representatives, GNE is developing several
new teaching modules that Dr. Long hopes to have ready for the next
trip. Topics include sanitation, diarrhea, first aid, diabetes and
reproductive health. The modules need to be relevant to the culture,
understandable, translated into Nepali and formatted for electronic
media all by February.

Namaste Aayam!
Congratulations to Gunjan
Dhakal and her husband, Post,
on the birth of their son, Aayam,
August 13, 2015. Mom and
baby are doing fine.

Students have been enthusiastic about this opportunity to learn about
public health issues, interact with experienced GNE trekkers and work
on a specific project. Each student has been assigned a topic and
paired with a mentor. They are
developing AV slide presentations
that will then be reviewed and
translated by our Nepali staff. As
always, “keep it simple, keep it
short” and, “make it appropriate.”
Maybe these young doctors will be
GNE trekkers in the future! Thank
you all.

2016 Nepal Trip

Narayan’s Visit

Six US participants and 1 Nepali
businessmen will be traveling in
Nepal February 2016,
conditions permitting. GNE
members will introduce the new
education programs. They will
also inspect some of the
schools built following the
earthquake and look for more
opportunities to help.

What a treat it is was to host
Narayan Bhandari in Oregon
this September during his first
visit to the US. Over the past 6
years, he has given generously
of his help and hospitality to
the GNE team. It was
wonderful to return the favor
and share with him some of the
wonders of our country.

Annual Board Meeting is set to take place on December 6. Five
Quilt raffle winner, Kim
Griswold

new board members will be added at that time and introduced in our
next issue of the newsletter.

Want to receive this newsletter as an e-mail in the future?
Help us save costs in printing and mailing by subscribing to our
e-mail newsletter and get the same great news.
Contact us at info@globalnutritionempowerment.org to sign up.

